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Shwinco didn’t intend to create the World’s Most Elite Window...

It is the fruit of a company ideal to manufacture the finest products available today.

Originally designed as a Storm Protection window, rather than simply retrofit an existing product with a “Coastal Package”, Shwinco’s engineers started from the ground up. They anticipated the daily needs of coastal weather conditions, like salt air, intense sunlight, powerful winds and extreme storms. They considered the added weight of impact glass and the need for daily ease of use.

Their solution was a groundbreaking HYBRID innovation that has revolutionized the entire window industry!

When the product was Independently Tested, the results were shocking. One certification led to another and another and another. Each one pioneering new ground for Vinyl windows until it was CLEAR...

Shwinco’s Dominator EXT Window is the World’s Most ELITE window!

---

Shwinco
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

The DOMINATOR EXT is easily one of the most Energy Efficient windows in the industry. Not only does it EXCEED Energy Star ratings, it qualifies for the new Dept of Energy R-5 Highly Insulating and Low E Storm Protection Volume Purchase program!

Shwinco's Dominator EXT window is in a class all its own! It is the FIRST Vinyl & ONLY Vinyl Hung window that is Certified at GSA & DOD Levels 1 & 2.

Federal and DOD construction calls for products that are both Energy Efficient and meet Anti Terrorism criteria. The Dominator EXT window is UNMATCHED in its ability to offer BOTH!

---

Shwinco
ANTI TERRORISM/FORCE PROTECTION

The Dominator EXT truly earned the title, “EXTREME PROTECTION” in 2009 when it was BOMB BLAST CERTIFIED! This is the FIRST Vinyl & ONLY Vinyl Hung window that is Certified at GSA & DOD Levels 1& 2.
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Originally designed as a Storm Protection window, rather than simply retrofit an existing product with a “Coastal Package”, Shwinco’s engineers started from the ground up. They anticipated the daily needs of coastal weather conditions, like salt air, intense sunlight, powerful winds and extreme storms. They considered the added weight of impact glass and the need for daily ease of use.

When the product was Independently Tested, the results were shocking. One certification led to another and another and another. Each one pioneering new ground for Vinyl windows until it was CLEAR...
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